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STRATEGY
(Licenciatura)

Final Exam

Good luck!

1. [15 minutes; 4 points] A former student of this course said that:

“Cooperative pricing prevailing in a market may induce further entry into it.”

State whether this statement is true or false and justify your conclusion while writing at
most 10 lines (graphs do not count towards the ten lines).

2. [15 minutes; 4 points] Joe Theory, the best student in his class, has said that:

“Posting the prices of all gas stations along an highway on billboards right next
to each entry may hurt consumers.”

Classify this statement as true or false and justify your conclusion while writing at most 10
lines (graphs do not count towards the ten lines).

3. [45 minutes; 6 points] Two firms, one domestic (denoted d) and the other foreign (de-
note f ) each sell a product in the domestic market. These products’ demands equal qd =
10 � pd + pf and qf = 10 � pf + pd. Both firms have a constant marginal and average cost
of 2 and compete in prices.

(i) How are the two products related?

(ii) Which prices will these firms quote, how much will they sell and which profit will they
achieve?

Suppose that the domestic firm unilaterally raises its price by 2.

(iii) Which prices will these firms quote, how much will they sell and which profit will
they achieve?

Suppose that, after raising its price by 2, the domestic firm lobbies the domestic govern-
ment to impose a tariff on the foreign product, claiming that the foreign firm is “dumping”
its product at an abnormally low price. As a result the domestic government imposes a duty
(essentially, a tax) on the foreign product computed as follows: if the foreign product’s price,
pf , is strictly smaller than the domestic product’s price, pd, then the duty equals the price
difference per unit of the foreign product sold. If the foreign product’s price, pf , equals or
exceeds the domestic product’s price, pd, then no duty is charged. Obviously, the revenue
of the duty accrues to the domestic government.

(iv) Will the foreign firm pay any duty in equilibrium? Explain.

(v) Did the domestic firm optimally choose its price increase of 2? Explain.
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(vi) Will the foreign be upset by the imposition of the duty? Explain.

(vii) Can we conclude that “dumping duties are often used as mechanisms to induce co-
operative pricing” (a.k.a. tacit collusion)?

4. [45 minutes; 6 points] A monopolist firm sells a given good in a market whose demand
equals p = 11 � q, doing so at a constant marginal and average cost of 2. This firm used
to be a monopolist, but is currently facing the threat of entry by another firm whose con-
stant marginal and average cost equals 4. If this firm enters, they will both compete in prices.

(i) Are there any consequences arising from the entry threat posed by the new firm? Will
it enter? Compute and explain intuitively.

(ii) Can we conclude that, in a sense, “potential competitors are actual competitors”?

Suppose now that the new firm can enter while credibly limiting it capacity, denoted k, to 1
unit of output.

(iii) Will it enter or will its opponent use a limit pricing strategy to prevent the new firm
from entering the market? [Note: drawing a simple graph might help you to solve the next
two questions.]

(iv) Is 1 the optimal capacity constraint to be chosen by the entering firm? If not, com-
pute the optimal one, k⇤. [Note: the solutions to a quadratic equation ak2 + bk + c = 0 are
k = �b±

p
b2�4ac
2a .]
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